To Stretch the Boundary of Secondary Metabolite Production in Plant Cell-Based Bioprocessing: Anthocyanin as a Case Study
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Plant cells and tissue cultures hold great promise for controlled production of a myriad of useful secondary metabolites on demand. The current yield and productivity cannot fulfill the commercial goal of a plant cell-based bioprocess for the production of most secondary metabolites. In order to stretch the boundary, recent advances, new directions and opportunities in plant cell-based bioprocessing have been critically examined for the 10 years from 1992 to 2002. A review of the literature indicated that most of the R&D work was devoted predominantly to studies at an empirical level. A rational approach to molecular plant cell bioprocessing based on the fundamental understanding of metabolic pathways and their regulations is urgently required to stimulate further advances; however, the strategies and technical framework are still being developed. It is the aim of this review to take a step forward in framing workable strategies and technologies for molecular plant cell-based bioprocessing. Using anthocyanin biosynthesis as a case study, an integrated postgenomic approach has been proposed. This combines the functional analysis of metabolic pathways for biosynthesis of a particular metabolite from profiling of gene expression and protein expression to metabolic profiling. A global correlation not only can thus be established at the three molecular levels, but also places emphasis on the interactions between primary metabolism and secondary metabolism; between competing and/or complimentary pathways; and between biosynthetic and post-biosynthetic events.

INTRODUCTION

Plants are probably the best cell factories on this planet from which more than 100 000 low molecular secondary metabolites have been discovered, with the estimated total number in plants exceeding 500 000 [1]. Plant metabolites not only are used for food purposes but also serve as an important historical source of medicines. Plant cell-based bioprocessing is the use of the biosynthetic pathways of plant cells/tissues for the production of valuable metabolites and for biotransformation. Despite worldwide effort over 40 years, “potential” is still the word most frequently used to describe this technology as it has met with very limited commercial success [2, 3]. To advance our knowledge and tools in translating “potential” into “commercial success,” the present paper examines the recent advances in this area and intends to establish strategies and the technical framework for a rational molecular bioprocessing approach. To illustrate this approach, we present some data on the functional analysis of metabolic pathways for biosynthesis of anthocyanins: from profiling of gene expression and protein expression to metabolic profiling in Vitis vinifera cell culture as a model system. Emphasis was placed on a global correlation at three molecular levels—gene transcript, enzyme, and metabolite—as well as on the interactions between the biosynthetic pathway and post-biosynthetic events. The latter has been largely overlooked in the past.

Focusing on the fundamental understanding of the complex metabolic pathway and regulation of secondary metabolism in plant cell cultures, we are developing advanced knowledge of biosynthesis as well as postbiosynthesis pathways of anthocyanins from the genetic to the metabolite level [2, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The metabolic pathways were characterized dynamically using techniques such as precursor feeding, elicitation, metabolic inhibition and analysis of strains, mRNA expression, enzyme activities, and anthocyanin profiles. Information gained on identification, regulation, and manipulation of the limiting and key steps involved in the anthocyanin pathways is leading us to new avenues for a rational bioprocess engineering optimization of anthocyanin production at both the molecular and the cellular level. One of our current aims is to develop an integrated process that rationally combines different enhancement strategies for further productivity increases in anthocyanin production in
voted to characterizing the pathway genes, enzymes, cell physiology, and metabolite profiling. Otherwise it is considered to be an empirical study. Of the nearly 600 publications during this period, an average of 37% contributed to the rational approach, leaving the majority still in the empirical study domain (Figure 2). The movement toward a rational understanding is rather consistent, with no increasing trend (Figure 2). Furthermore, most of the rational studies are focused on a small handful of secondary metabolites, such as alkaloids (ajmalicine, vincristine, and vinblastine) and flavonoids (anthocyanins). The question is therefore raised: why has the R&D effort toward a rational approach in plant cell bioprocesses remained so stagnant given the rapid entry into the post-genomic era during the past 10 years?

RATIONAL APPROACH: CHALLENGES AND POTENTIALS

The primary task of a rational approach for plant cell bioprocessing is to identify the biosynthetic genes, enzymes, and pathways for a specific secondary metabolite. This is essentially a functional analysis after the genome discovery. Though advocated since the mid-1980s, it is only recently that the large-scale functional analysis of secondary metabolism becomes feasible with the completion of the sequencing of the Arabidopsis and rice genomes [11]. Technically, the paradigm shift from empirical to rational was born during the past decade and is now at the early stages of expected rapid growth in the next decade. With the continuing success of numerous sequencing projects, we have entered a new era of plant cell-based bioprocessing. Firstly, we have at our disposal an enormous resource of genes, for the functional analysis of their roles, protein products, and pathways and biosynthesis of specific classes of secondary metabolites. Secondly, the accumulated information in empirical studies of plant cell bioprocesses will provide important leads/conditions for such a functional analysis. Thirdly, large-scale, global, and dynamic analysis of

V vinifera cell cultures [3]. Another interesting strategy is to elucidate the mechanism for anthocyanin transport and storage in plant cells with the aim of manipulating the transport and storage for enhancing anthocyanin production.

RATIONAL APPROACH: EXPECTATION AND REALITY

Empirical approaches have been employed for the development and optimization of plant cell-based bioprocesses since their onset. The typical feature of the empirical approaches is to optimize the plant cell culture system with regard to its input factors (cell line, medium, culture parameters, bioreactors, process operations, etc) and output factors (cell growth, nutrient uptake, productivity, yield, etc). As illustrated in Figure 1, what occurs at the cellular and molecular levels remains largely unknown, as a “black box.”

This “brute-force” empirical approach has to be applied to every plant cell culture process, which is time-consuming, costly, and often suboptimal [8, 9]. As demonstrated by the limited commercial success to date, there may be little hope in stretching the biosynthetic capability of secondary metabolites in plant cell bioprocesses. Rational approaches, in contrast, which have been proposed since the mid-1980s, are directed to the understanding of the black box with the rapid development of modern genetic technology [10]. With the expectation of a radical improvement in biosynthetic capability through engineering secondary metabolism in plant cells, the major challenge for a rational approach is to obtain information on the identification and regulation of biosynthetic genes and pathways.

To obtain a clear picture of what has been done in the development of rational approaches, a literature survey on plant cell/tissue cultures was carried out from 1992 to 2002 using Biological Abstracts. Although it was not intended to be a thorough survey, its results presented in Figure 2 did reveal some interesting information. The work is considered to be a rational study when it is devoted to characterizing the pathway genes, enzymes, cell physiology, and metabolite profiling. Otherwise it is considered to be an empirical study. Of the nearly 600 publications during this period, an average of 37% contributed to the rational approach, leaving the majority still in the empirical study domain (Figure 2). The movement toward a rational understanding is rather consistent, with no increasing trend (Figure 2). Furthermore, most of the rational studies are focused on a small handful of secondary metabolites, such as alkaloids (ajmalicine, vincristine, and vinblastine) and flavonoids (anthocyanins). The question is therefore raised: why has the R&D effort toward a rational approach in plant cell bioprocesses remained so stagnant given the rapid entry into the post-genomic era during the past 10 years?
secondary metabolism will become feasible with the rapid advances in post-genomic tools, such as transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics in this new era. This analysis will address the interactions at a dynamic and global level among the primary metabolism, the biosynthetic pathways for secondary metabolism, and the post-biosynthetic events of specific metabolites. As a result, plant cell bioprocess engineers will be empowered with greater capability to stretch the limits of natural biosynthetic pathways of plant cells by mobilizing the genes of interest into transgenic plant cells to perform valuable functions for industry, medicine, and the environment.

Although the future looks brilliant, the strategies and technical framework for a rational approach are still being developed. Below are several major challenges that must be faced:

1. the extreme complexity of secondary metabolism will demand novel strategies and tools;
2. the diversity, specificity, and variability of secondary metabolites within and among plant families or species have been the major impediment in the elucidation of many secondary pathways;
3. regulatory properties in secondary metabolism, such as cell-type-specific localization and transient expression, may complicate the true biosynthetic potential of plant cells;
4. many plant species have complex genomes; interactions among complex and diverse metabolisms may prevent efficient genetic and metabolic engineering manipulations.

**RATIONAL APPROACH: STRATEGIES AND TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK**

Rational manipulation of “linear primary pathways” such as starch biosynthesis is straightforward and has turned out to be successful [12]. However, the biosynthetic pathways of plant secondary metabolites are often extremely complicated as illustrated in Figure 3.

In formulating the strategies for a rational approach, the complexity will need to be considered in terms of linking primary metabolism with secondary metabolism, linking biosynthetic pathways with post-biosynthetic events, as well as linking targeted biosynthetic pathways with competing and/or complimentary pathways (Figure 3). Several strategies have been proposed recently to address the challenges and complexity [2, 11, 13].

The three main tasks of a rational approach are (i) characterization of all the genes involved, their protein products, and their metabolic products in a given biosynthetic pathway; (ii) characterization of their respective regulatory functions and roles; (iii) manipulation of the biosynthetic pathways for a given application via the engineering of metabolism. Here, we propose a technical framework to implement this approach.

Firstly, the tools of genomics, proteomics, and metabolomics have to be integrated to obtain a global understanding of secondary metabolism at three molecular levels. Any characterization at a single level may fail to be applied for rational bioprocess improvement. Oksman-Caldentey et al [11] have proposed an approach that combines metabolomics and transcriptomics. Using a genome-wide transcript cDNA-AFLP profiling [14] in

---

**Figure 2.** Number of publications on empirical approaches and rational studies of plant cell/tissue cultures, and the percentage of rational studies from 1992 to 2002. The search is based on the Biological Abstracts.
combination with a GC-MS-SIM alkaloid analysis, the si-
multaneous detection of the genetic onset of various sec-
ondary metabolic pathways and genetic reprogramming
of primary metabolism to sustain secondary metabolism
was achieved in a jasmonate-elicited BY-2 tobacco cell
culture. The advantage of this approach is the capability
doing the vast majority of transcripts without any
prior sequence knowledge.

Secondly, genome-wide analysis is essential to un-
derstand the interactions between the biosynthetic pathways
of targeted metabolites and their linked pathways (com-
plimentary and competing pathways). The regulation and
manipulation of complimentary pathways provides the
means to sustain the targeted pathways, while the blocking
of competing pathways is critical for redirecting metabolic
flux. One example of these strategies was illustrated by
the combination of activation tagging mutagenesis with
high-throughput screening for biological active metab-
olites, which enabled the isolation of genetic material rele-
ant to the synthesis of specific natural products [13]. This
approach involved the generation of a callus library via
plant cell mutagenesis prepared by activation T-DNA tag-
ing [15], the development of a high-throughput screen
assay for the targeted metabolites, and the functional ge-
nomics analysis of the overexpressing cell lines. The stra-
egy has the advantage that no prior knowledge of the
metabolic pathway is required—only a method of screen-
ing for the metabolite products.

Thirdly, the primary metabolism to sustain the re-
spective secondary metabolism has to be characterized.
The responses of plant secondary metabolism to any ge-
netic/metabolic manipulation will largely depend on the
cell physiological and nutritional state, as an indicator of
primary metabolism. The empirical approach optimizes
the growth environment with the cells as a black box,
thereby bypassing the cell physiological state as an in-
termediate control objective. In a rational approach, this
limitation must be addressed through explicit monitor-
ing and control of cellular physiology. Konstantinov [16]
has proposed a generic methodology for the design of sys-
tems capable of performing these advanced monitoring
and control functions. The physiological state was quanti-
fied by a vector composed of several process variables that
were selected among different classes, including specific
metabolic rates, metabolic rate ratios, degrees of limita-
tion, and others. This was demonstrated using plant cell
culture of Perilla frutescens for anthocyanin production as
an example. Lamboursain and Jolicoeur [17] highlighted
the strong influence of plant cell nutritional status on cell
growth and secondary metabolite production capacity of
the cells. They defined the nutritional status as the intra-
and extracellular concentrations in nutrients, total nitro-
gen, phosphate, and carbohydrate. The lack of informa-
tion and control of cell nutritional status may be respon-
sible for the poor reproducibility of plant cell bioprocesses.

Finally, the post-biosynthetic events will need to be
characterized and targeted for engineering manipulation
[2, 6]. As illustrated in Figure 3, secondary metabolism
may include the pre-biosynthetic pathways to produce
the precursors, the biosynthetic pathways to produce
the core metabolite structures, and the post-biosynthetic
events. These post-biosynthetic events—the chemical
and enzymatic modifications, transport, storage/secretion,
and catabolism/degradation—have been largely unex-
plored in the past. Zhang et al [2] have demonstrated the
significance in characterization and manipulation of these
post-biosynthetic events in stretching the biosynthetic ca-
pability of plant cells.
RATIONAL APPROACH: ANTHOCYANIN AS A CASE STUDY

In our laboratory, we are interested in the fundamental understanding of the biosynthetic pathways and regulation of secondary metabolism in plant cell cultures with the ultimate goal of rational development of commercial plant cell bioprocesses. The establishment of a rational approach is an ongoing effort toward an advanced knowledge of biosynthesis and post-biosynthesis pathways of anthocyanins in V. vinifera cell culture as a model system from genetic to metabolite level [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Anthocyanins, responsible for various attractive colors in plants, are becoming an important alternative to many synthetic colorants and have potential applications in nutraceutical developments [9]. There is a great deal of information available on the anthocyanin biosynthetic pathway as shown in Figure 4. As discussed above, our approach started with the establishment of integrated post-genomic tools to characterize anthocyanin metabolism at transcriptional, enzymatic, and metabolic levels. As the stilbene pathway competes directly for the precursors for anthocyanin biosynthesis, characterization of the stilbene biosynthetic pathway was carried out concurrently. In addition, anthocyanin transport and storage were initially targeted for the elucidation of post-biosynthetic events.

Transcriptional, enzymatic, and metabolic characterization of anthocyanin pathways

Using techniques such as precursor feeding, elicitation, metabolic inhibition, redirected transport, and analysis of strains, the dynamic profiles of miRNA expression, enzyme activities, and anthocyanin metabolites of the biosynthetic pathways in V. vinifera cell culture were characterized. One example was the functional analysis of V. vinifera cell cultures that were elicited with jasmonic acid, light, and sucrose alone and in combination [3, 4]. All these single conditions enhanced anthocyanin production and exhibited a synergistic improvement when combined [3, 4]. Early transcriptional studies were done by Northern blotting, and later quantitative RT-PCR, with a sample of results shown in Figure 5. Results indicated a strong correlation between transcriptional expression and improved anthocyanin biosynthesis and a role of jasmonic acid in upregulating DFR [4].

Metabolic profiling was also carried out substantively for these conditions. Results implicated the competition between anthocyanin and stilbene pathways, and the importance of methylated and acylated anthocyanin species in enhanced production [5]. Full characterization is in progress following the completion of the methodology development.

Characterization of anthocyanin post-biosynthetic events

Anthocyanins are synthesized in the cytoplasm and transported into the vacuole where they bind with a protein matrix and form anthocyanin vacuolar inclusions (AVIs) (Figure 6a) [6]. AVIs were considered to be the storage sites of anthocyanins. In recognition that the post-biosynthetic steps may play equally crucial roles in its yield improvement, we have been investigating the characteristics and roles of glutathione S-transferases (GSTs) and AVIs in anthocyanin transport and storage, respectively, in grape cells. We have isolated the AVIs and are...
characterizing them using an integrated post-genomic approach as mentioned above. Initial results indicated AVIs may be composed of several protein species and have the selectivity for acylated anthocyanins (Figures 6b and 6c). It is expected that these studies will provide additional targets for rational metabolic engineering [2].
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